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Understanding Property rights



Institutions, power and politics



An extended theory of Property Rights

Extended Property 

Rights 

•Enabling resource 

reallocation

• Extending time horizon

•Compelling productivity 

growth

•Rights appropriate for 

one function may not be 

for another  and require 

continuous evolution 

New rights or better 

protection of  rights  raise or 

lower the rights in question 

depending on transaction 

cost  

Non-market transaction 

can raise or low transaction 

cost   

Transaction cost- cost of 

conflict and bargaining when 

changing rights- are critical 



Property rights instability, economic and political 
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Property rights regime



Bundles of property rights 

Source

Source: Schlager and Ostrom, 1992 



Common property resources



The Sundarbans and property rights
World’s largest single tract of   
mangroves comprising a total area of 
10000 square kilometres placed in 
between Bangladesh and India  

• Is Sundarbans a public 

property or common 

property?
– Declared as Reserve Forest 

(RF) in 1875, where some 

form of resource 

extraction is allowed but 

no one is permitted to 

settle, cultivate and graze 

inside the forest 

– Provide both aquatic and 

terrestrial resources 

– 3.5 million people directly 

or indirectly depend on the 

Sundarbans for livelihood



Institutional Framework for Sundarbans Management 

• The government grant de jure rights of access and withdrawal (operational-level 

property rights) to the resource user by issuing boat license; retaining the formal rights 

of management, exclusion and alienation to itself (collective-choice property rights)



Informal Institutions



Transaction cost with external entry

T

T’=Growth – Stability trade-off worsen with entry of external  organiser

T= Initial Growth-Stability Trade-off 



Rent flows in non productive sectors
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Property rights instability and rent-seeking

Fractional competition to capture assets and income 



Inadequate property rights favours primitive 

accumulation by disposition

• Inadequate property rights create favourable conditions 
for reclamation and conversion to alternative uses of 
mangroves without considering the value of goods and 
services and underlying ecological processes that may be 
lost (Lal 1990)

– Shrimp farming in mangrove areas

• Social benefits tend to be undermined by conversion to 
private or state de facto property that gives rise to 
negative externalities in terms of distribution of wealth 
and livelihood security (Guha in Adger and Luttrell 2000)

– Environmental pollution  by Mongla sea port or Naval base 
in Sundarbans



Tragedy of Commons or Tragedy of Protected 

Areas?
• There is a range of pressures and challenges facing common 

property systems. 
Population pressure is contributing 

to encroachment and degradation of 

forest resources, such as when 

migrant farmers compete for 

resources with pastoralist and 

indigenous communities; in these 

cases, newcomers may not respect 

local customary institutions, 

generating disputes

Often, these challenges – such 

as environmental degradation 

or privatization – reflect the 

interplay of both internal and 

external factors





Institutional mismatch hinders access and use 

rights of poor

When disputes over the commons emerge, often the poor and marginalized 
are left no or little access to vital resources – such as fishing, water, wood 
or fruits – thus becoming even more vulnerable. conflict itself generates 
more insecurity, disputes threaten to create a vicious circle in which 
pressure on the common property regime itself increases

Outside investments, 

through state 

arrangement, are 

competing with local 

residents for access to the 

commons. These include 

capital-intensive 

investments 



Tenure security for  equality  

• Tenure security as a function of the breadth of rights, the duration of those rights and 
whether the rights are assured, i.e., can be exercised without disruption or threats into 
the future (see Place, Roth, et. al. 1994; Schlager and Ostrom 1992; Wilusz 2006)

• Equality in benefit distribution through common property regimes may be 

possible so long as tenure is secured



In search of sustainable resource regime




